
Rocky Mountain Westy Table Pivot Assembly Instructions 

Thank you for purchasing the Rocky Mountain Westy Table Pivot.  This kit allows you to swing and stow 

the rear table of your Westy up and over the kitchen area allowing quick and easy access to the rear 

closet and cabinets.  We pride ourselves in the fit and finish of our innovative products.  If so inspired, 

please leave a review on the product page on the Van Café website. 

 

Table Lock installation process:  

1. Remove the table and the support leg from the cabinet.  

2. From inside the cabinet, remove the 2 nuts securing the factory table leg clamp and remove the 

clamp.  This is what it looks like. 

 

  



3. Install the Top Lock bracket over the factory table leg clamp and insert up through the hole in 

the top of the cabinet. Reinstall the two factory nuts and snug them down.  

 

 

  



4. Remove the bottom factory table leg support (It will not be re-used)  

5. Install the Bottom Support Tube Bracket reusing the OEM hardware.  

 



 

  



6. Reinstall the table and support leg into the Top Lock bracket, and down into the Bottom Support 

Tube Bracket.  

7. Set the height and position of your table in your preferred stowed position, and tighten the 

factory table leg clamp to secure it in place. There can be several stowed positions (for example, 

above the kitchen or in the stock location) to mark.    

 

  



8. Using a permanent marker make a mark on the table leg tube in the center of the notch bracket 

(on both sides). This will be where you’ll drill the table leg tube for the included locking pin. 

 



 

9. Remove the table and leg from the van, and position somewhere that makes it is easy to drill 

the hole.  (Removing the table from the support leg will help).  

  



10. Use a small (1/16” or so) drill bit to make a pilot hole on either side of the support tube. Do not 

attempt to drill all the way through! Try to stay on-center of your marks the best you can.  

 

11. Working your way up to a 1/4” drill bit in several small steps is the easiest way to drill the hole 

to size. The hole needs to be just large enough to insert the lock pin.  

  



 

12. Insert the lock pin into the support leg, along with reattaching the table. Reinstall the table into 

the van in the stowed position. The lock pin should seat into the notch of the top bracket 

effectively holding the table in this position. The factory leg clamp can still be used in order to 

prevent the table from rattling.  

 

13. To use the table in the bench seat position, simply loosen the factory leg clamp and lift up on 

the table to pull the pin out of the notch and rotate. The table leg will then rest on the pin and 

can easily be rotated into position.  


